
Leg Action  
Leg Lift, Kick & Swing1 2 Rev. Power “C” Attacks

2. Rev. “C”

1. Load
2. Kick & Swing
- balance, stay tall
- repeat 2-4 sets/5 reps

safely
attach
bands
both
ankle cuffs

1. Leg Lift/Turn
-   balance 4. Land

3. Hit

How to Put Leg Cuffs On

Clip band to cu�Clip band to cu� Up thru hip loop  Down thru hip loop

videos at www.powercore360.com/pages/volleyball-instructions

Step #4

Torso  

How to Put Torso Trainer On

arms through snap & snug pull strap up

videos at www.powercore360.com/pages/volleyball-instructions

Turn & Core Strength1

safely
attach
band
left
torso

safely 
attach 
@ chest height
45 degrees
behind rt. shoulder

1. Turn Rt.
- slow & stretch

2. Turn Lt.
- slow & strength
- 1-2 sets/10 reps

2 Turn & Core Strength

2. Turn Lt.
- slow & stretch
- 1-2 sets/10 reps

1. Turn Rt.
-   slow & strength

safely 
attach 
@ chest height
45 degrees
behind lt. shoulder

safely
attach
band
right
torso

Step #3

starting band resistance
torso-black/orange

starting band resistance
torso-black/orange

starting band resistance
leg cu�-black

starting band resistance
leg cu�-black/orange

Did You Know?  

Turning the Hips:

- Increases the force and power of the arm swing, increasing ball velocity because bigger, 
  stronger muscles are engaged in the swing.
- Reduces the stress on the hitting shoulder because the forces are spread out over a
  larger area (over more muscles).
- Decreases the stress on the lower back (lower back is not designed to turn much).
- Pulls and turns the shoulders through before the hitting arm is pulled through by the 
  shoulder turn.

Turning the Shoulders Independently of the Hip Turn:

- Creates hip and shoulder separation, which improves the use of the core to hit the ball.
- Increases arm swing speed, force and power to hit the ball harder with less stress on
  the hitting shoulder.

Drawing the Hitting Arm and Hand Under the Chin:

- Allows the shoulder joint to work in a relatively better (more stable) position.
- Provides more space for the humerus (top arm bone) to move in the shoulder socket, 
  decreasing the likelihood pinching muscles and other soft tissues between shoulder bones.
- Will allow the hitter’s shoulder to better tolerate hitting harder; less injury risk.
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